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“THE REVOLUTION IN 
ISR”
David Deptula, Lt Gen, USAF(ret)
STUDENT RESEARCH






By Gregory P. Scott, Aerospace 
Engineer, Naval Research Laboratory
	
 Robotic exploration to remote 
regions, to include distant planetary bodies, 
is often limited by energy requirements to 
perform, in repetition, even the simplest 
tasks. With this in mind, researchers at the 
U.S. Naval Research Laboratory are looking 
into a novel approach that  could some day 
aid scientific space and planetary research 
without the need for power-intense options 
often used today.
Integrating the NRL developed technologies in microrobotics, microbial fuel cells, and low 
power electronics, space robotics scientist Dr. Gregory P. Scott at NRL’s Spacecraft Engineering 
Department inspires a novel autonomous microrover, weighing in at nearly one-kilogram and 
powered by an advanced microbial fuel cell (MFC) technology. Through his selection as a Fellow to  
the newly re-instated NASA Innovative Advanced Concepts (NIAC) program, Scott was awarded a 
research grant to investigate the initial phase of  this innovative concept.
“The goal is to demonstrate a more efficient and reliable energy source for use in powering 
small robotic vehicles in environments where the option for human intervention is non-existent,” 
said Scott. “Microbial fuel cells coupled with extremely low-power electronics and a low energy 
requirement for mobility addresses gaps in 
power technology applicable to all robotic 
systems, especially planetary robotics.”
The MFC was selected because of  its 
long-term durability owing to the ability of  
microorganisms to reproduce and the 
bacterium’s high energy density compared 
with traditional lithium-ion power sources. 
A portion of  the energy generated by the 
MFC will be used to maintain onboard 
electronics and control systems with the 
remaining energy directed toward slowly 
charging a battery or capacitor until a 
sufficient amount of  electricity is collected. 
Once sufficient power is stored, the system 
can then discharge this collected energy to 
activate a more power intensive scientific 
instrument or to propel the rover forward 
using a novel tumbling or hopping 
locomotion system.
More information about the 
NASA NIAC Program can be found 
here: www.nasa.gov/oct. For more 
information on this project, please 
go to: http://go.usa.gov/Rqq or 
contact Daniel Parry 
(daniel.parry@nrl.navy.mil).
http://www.nps.edu/research/cruser/roboethics.html
Please see page2 for additional details about Robo-Ethics
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DIRECTOR’S CORNER
"The challenge ahead lies not in solving today's unmanned systems problems, 
but rather anticipating and innovating for the opportunities of tomorrow. As 
CRUSER concept generation events continue to yield new ideas and to 
reinforce impactful ones, so must we transform these concepts into reality, 
and do so leveraging collaborations across traditional (but rapidly eroding) 
boundaries. The forthcoming CRUSER Technical Continuum provides a forum 
for defense, academia, industry, and the ever growing CRUSER Community of 
Interest to take steps to realizing this goal.   I invite your contribution and 
collaboration. Let's get started."
 
Dr Timothy H Chung




 In experiments performed earlier this year at Boardman, 
OR, Webster Air Field at St. Inigoes, MD and the adjacent St. 
Mary’s River, researchers from Johns Hopkins University Applied 
Physics Laboratory (JHU/APL) and Boeing Aerospace successfully 
demonstrated that a collection of  unmanned air, ground, surface 
and undersea vehicles can autonomously support intelligence, 
surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) needs from multiple tactical 
users. During these experiments users provided abstract mission-
level ISR needs to the “vehicle cloud”. These needs were 
interpreted by the vehicles, which self-organized and efficiently 
achieved the user’s objectives.
 “Our approach to multi-vehicle control (MVC) is 
different from other multi-vehicle efforts”, said David Scheidt, the 
JHU/APL principal investigator. “Other approaches make 
decisions at either a centralized command center or by having 
vehicles dialogue back and forth about alternative plans. These 
approaches require a reliable network to function, if  the network 
fails the vehicle system fails. We know from our field work that 
relying on continuous network connectivity is risky. Our MVC 
looks at connectivity opportunistically. When communications are 
available, our vehicles communicate to improve system 
effectiveness; however, when connectivity is not available each 
vehicle continues to satisfy user goals by itself.” During their 2011 
experiments the JHU/APL-Boeing team showed that vehicle 
awareness of  the network and information needs improves system 
behavior. To demonstrate this the test team purposely placed 
unattended ground sensors and surveillance targets outside of  user 
and command center communications range. In spite of  this 
obstacle vehicles successfully obtained needed data through a 
combination of  working outside of  networked communications and 
autonomously creating a communications infrastructure. Gabriel 
Santander, Boeing’s principal investigator, believes that this ability 
to autonomously construct and manage a communications network 
between ISR assets and disadvantaged users is a ”killer app” for 
group 2 UAVs such as the Boeing/Insitu Scan Eagle.
	 In total, thirteen autonomous unmanned vehicles, three 
unattended ground stations and three user stations were used in the 
2011 experiments although weather conditions limited the 
maximum number of  vehicles used during a single test to eight. 
While the number of  vehicles was modest (8), these experiments 
may be the first time that autonomous air, ground, surface and 
undersea vehicles all worked together as a single team. Each vehicle 
had its own organic sensing capabilities, data from which 
contributed to both vehicle and user situational awareness. Air 
vehicles used on-board cameras to provide surveillance of  roads, 
point locations and maritime traffic. Ground vehicles and fixed 
ground sensors used cameras, LIDAR and acoustic sensors or 
detect and classify traffic along roads and target locations. Surface 
vehicles used  on-board cameras to search for and detect maritime 
traffic while the undersea vehicle used side scan sonar to identify 
mine-like objects. All vehicles worked together to satisfy user 
objectives. In one experiment a user requested for a clear path to 
the beach, an air vehicle and surface vehicle cooperated to send this 
request to an available UUV, the UUV surveyed an area for mine-
like objects and, upon finding such objects, communicated the 
MLO location back through the chain to the user.
	 For additional information, please contact Mr Scheidt at
david.scheidt@jhuapl.edu
Upcoming CRUSER Education Symposium
Robo-Ethics:  Rhetoric vs Reality
ONR and OPNAV N2/N6 will sponsor an upcoming CRUSER 
education symposium titled “Robo-Ethics: Rhetoric vs. Reality” 
in the Pentagon conference center on January 25th and 26th.   
Four independent two hour panels will be offered discussing 
various aspects of  the legal, cultural and ethical issues related to 
unmanned system employment in warfare.  DoD employees are 
welcome to attend one, two, or all the panels as their schedule 
permits.  This education symposium is offered only to DoD 
employees.   For more information about the panels, panelists or 
to pre-register to attend any of  the panels: http://www.nps.edu/
research/cruser/roboethics.html
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“The Revolution in ISR” 
Remarks by David A. Deptula, Lt Gen USAF (Ret), CEO, LLC 
at the AFA Global Warfare Symposium18 Nov 11	
	
 In thinking about the context of  this symposium, and all 
that’s going on in the world today—politically, economically, militarily, 
and in the information domain—I can’t think of  a more appropriate 
topic than the revolution in ISR and how it can best contribute to the 
challenges we face.  I’m going to attempt to do that today by 
addressing four major points …first, the ISR paradigm of  the past…
second, the uncertainty of  the future…third, the need for change… 
fourth, the indivisibility of  ISR…and last, a plea for innovative 
thinking.
 My purpose isn’t to provide you definitive answers to the 
challenges we face, but rather to frame those challenges in a fashion 
that gets you thinking that we do in fact need to change the way we 
address ISR.  To get started let’s take a quick look at point one, the 
ISR paradigm of  the past.  
 When we first took to the air, it wasn't to attack…it was to 
gather.  It was to find.  Both the Union and Confederate armies used 
balloons for reconnaissance during our Civil War.  The 1909 Wright 
Flyer—the world's first military airplane—was put into the Army 
Signal Corps, the branch responsible for developing and delivering 
information.  Much the same is true of  our journey to space as well.  
 Both of  the world wars, and the Cold War exemplified 
industrial-age warfare, and today’s approach to intelligence springs 
from this legacy.  In the industrial-age model, intelligence was a 
massive, personnel-intensive operation aimed at supporting national 
and military decision-making.  What we wanted was information, and 
we rapidly pursued the technologies that enabled us to get it.  
Those set of  capabilities—imagery, communications, and signals 
intelligence from air, sea, land, and space, human intelligence, and 
every other variant, all spawned separate organizations and separate 
processes for tasking, collection, handling, analysis, and dissemination.  
Those organizations and processes became cylinders of  excellence at 
what they did individually, or said another way—they became 
stovepipes. 
 Specialization and differentiation followed the technology of  
the day and a monolithic adversary.  Accordingly, in true factory-like, 
assembly-line form, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance were 
each individually organized around very specialized inputs and 
outputs: take a photograph, process the film, interpret the information, 
create a picture, write a report, deliver it to the relevant decision 
maker; intercept a radio transmission, decode it, interpret its meaning, 
write a message, deliver it, and so on… The intelligence cycle was 
sequential. 
	 In an age when airpower itself  was artificially divided 
between strategic (then meaning supporting national or nuclear policy) 
and tactical (meaning supporting local or conventional combat 
operations), it comes as no surprise that ISR was similarly divided. 
Legitimate divisions between the strategic and tactical levels of  war 
became artificially (and incorrectly) synonymous with platforms and 
weapons.  
	 This artificial division of  ISR had three consequences: first, 
it marginalized so-called strategic ISR as irrelevant to tactical military 
operations; second, we perceived ISR missions as support activities; 
and third, at the so-called tactical level, it drove a wedge between 
intelligence on the one hand and surveillance and reconnaissance on 
the other.  
 The industrial-age model created artificial distinctions 
between the intelligence “ends” and surveillance and reconnaissance 
“ways” of  collecting its necessary data.  Now attempts were made—
and are being made today to better integrate the panoply of  
information that results from these different organizations, and we’ve 
made a lot of  progress.  
	 But we still have a long way to go because we're at a critical 
juncture in history today.  One where the speed of  information, and 
the advance of  technology, are merging to change the way we operate, 
and even THINK about warfare and meeting our security objectives 
through other than military operations.
	 These changes have dramatically shortened our decision and 
reaction times, and reduced the number of  systems it takes for us to 
achieve desired effects.  Where it used to take months and thousands 
of  Airmen and aircraft with separate functions to attack a single 
target, today we can find, fix, and finish a target from a single aircraft 
within single digit minutes.
 Further complicating the environment where ISR has 
become the key element in our security operations, is the uncertainty 
of  what the future holds.  So let’s spend a couple of  minutes 
considering the facts of  the future—point two.  
	 Complete remarks available at 
https://wiki.nps.edu/display/CRUSER/CRUSER+News+Articles
CRUSER News Contributions
Please contact Lisa Trawick at cruser@nps.edu 
if you are interested in writing a short article for 
a future newsletter.
CRUSER Technology Continuum
7-10 May 2012 at Monterey, CA
This constitutes a call for technical papers and 
presentations.  Of  particular interest are papers on relevant 
research, future capabilities, and novel ideas in technology 
applications of  unmanned systems in the areas of  Counter UAV, 
ISR, Information Assurance, Knowledge Management/Data 
Management, or Non-Kinetic Strike.  Please see  http://
www.nps.edu/research/cruser/TechnicalContinuum.html
 for details and abstract submission form.
Thesis Topics from DoD Organizations
Does your DoD Organization have potential 
graduate thesis topics related to unmanned systems 
they would like NPS students to research?  
https://wiki.nps.edu/display/CRUSER/Potential+Thesis+Topics
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CRUSER Wave - Where in the World?
Who can get a photo of the 
CRUSER wave in an 
interesting location or on the 
lapel of some notable?  
Send your photos to 
cruser@nps.edu
(see page 4 to find out where the 
CRUSER Wave is this month) 
The CRUSER FY11 Annual Report 
was distributed on 22 Dec 11 and is now 
available on the CRUSER Wiki:
https://wiki.nps.edu/display/CRUSER/
CRUSER+Publications
Thesis Topics from the Navy Cross-Functional Team
The Effects of  Autonomy on Maintenance Processes and Vehicle Health
Analyze ways to exploit future autonomy systems to support "intelligent" sustainment of  UxS, such as internal mission readiness self-assessments and 
automated/assisted ground maintenance.  Determine the current Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs) of  these autonomy systems.  Evaluate potential 
impact on training/manning/manpower requirements for UxS maintainers as well as potential impact on system availability vs. down-time, and the 
cost/benefit of  developing such technology in relation to maintenance, manning, and training cost savings.
Evaluation of  potential uses of  Unmanned Systems to increase productivity
Analyze a variety of  tasks, including those associated with maintenance, security, and administration, to determine whether automation, robotic 
systems, or Unmanned Systems could improve productivity or reduce manning requirements. Determine the current Technology Readiness Levels 
(TRLs) of  these tools, their potential impact on manning/manpower requirements, and the cost/benefit of  procuring these systems in relation to 
manning/manpower savings.
Effects of  Autonomy on the Navy's Future Data Analyst Human Capital Strategy
Analyze the future effects on manning/manpower of  video analytics and signals processing software tools that can be used to assist Navy data 
interpreters (Intelligence Specialists, Naval Aircrewman, Sonar Technicians, and Cryptologic Technicians).  Determine the current Technology 
Readiness Levels (TRLs) of  these tools, their potential impact on manning/manpower requirements, and the cost/benefit of  procuring these systems 
in relation to manning/manpower savings.
The Effects of  a Common Unmanned Systems Control Station on Future Acquisition and Operational & Maintenance Costs
Perform a comprehensive cost/benefit analysis of  the research & development and acquisition costs of  procuring a Common Unmanned Systems 
Control Station vs. the cost savings in training, manning/manpower requirements, maintenance, and sustainment
(spiral development and disposal).  Analyze the scale and scope of  various unmanned systems to determine a practical grouping of  systems that would 
use a Common Unmanned Systems Control Station.
The Effects of  Autonomy on the Navy's Future Unmanned Systems' Operator Human Capital Strategy
Analyze the future effects of  vehicle control autonomy systems on Navy unmanned systems operators manning/manpower. Determine the current 
Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs) of  these autonomy systems, their potential impact on training/manning/manpower requirements, and the cost/
benefit of  procuring these systems in relation to training/manning/manpower savings.  Analyze external constraints to implementing these systems in 
the current geo-political environment (e.g. FAA/ICAO Policy, Sense & Avoid Technology, International Law, etc.).
Contact CAPT Don Zwick at donald.l.zwick@navy.mil for additional information about these topics
CRUSER Members published US Naval Institute's Proceedings 
Magazine article entitled "More Brains, Less Brawn, why the 
future of  unmanned systems depends on making them smarter”
by Captain George Galdorisi, U.S. Navy (Retired), Steve 
Koepenick, Rachel Volner, and Major Charles Weko, U.S. Army 
Reserve
http://www.usni.org/magazines/proceedings/2011-12
Journal of  Robotics - Call for Papers
"Intelligent Navigation of  Robotic Systems in Dynamic 
Environments" will be published in a special issue of  the Aug 2012 
Journal of  Robotics. Papers due by 30 Mar 2012. Additional Info:
http://www.hindawi.com/journals/jr/si/518623/cfp/
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STUDENT RESEARCH: 
MAJ BART DARNELL, USAF
THESIS TITLE: UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS: A LOGICAL CHOICE FOR HOMELAND 
SECURITY SUPPORT
THESIS ABSTRACT:
Unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) have been part of aviation from the beginnings of manned aviation and have become 
a vital tool of our overseas military and national security operations. Public and private sector interest continues to 
grow for UAS to be used in a variety of domestic missions, such as border patrol, law enforcement, and search and 
rescue. With growing concerns over issues, such as border security and critical infrastructure protection, it would seem 
that UAS would be a logical choice for increased homeland security support, and yet they remain only in limited use. 
This thesis examined why UAS are not widely used domestically for homeland security support and found that their 
sluggish integration into the National Airspace System stems from a perceived flight safety risk. However, UAS 
operations have improved; systems, such as the Predator have flight safety trends equivalent to that of some manned 
aircraft. Nevertheless, government, private industry, academia, and other UAS stakeholders should continue to work 
together to further UAS safety. Specifically, they should collaborate to improve UAS component reliability, develop 
aviation regulations and standards to account for peculiar UAS characteristics, and improve public perception.
Complete Thesis available at: https://wiki.nps.edu/display/CRUSER/Completed+Thesis-Project+Work
CALENDAR 
OF EVENTS
The CRUSER Calendar of Events is 
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Autonomous Underwater Vehicle Research at the 
University of New Brunswick
By Alanah Duffy
The work of  one University of  New Brunswick researcher will have effects around the 
world.  Liam Paull, who is working with research team COBRA (COllaboration Based 
Robotics and Automation), is an expert in the field of  autonomous underwater vehicles 
(AUVs for short).  His work will be able to help Navy vessels search for mines in seabed. 
“What I’m trying to do is develop algorithms so that an autonomous robotic submarine can 
swim around without any command from a human,” he explains.  “I’m developing 
algorithms that will help it determine an efficient path by itself  – what’s the way that it 
should move around such that it can be sufficiently confident that there are no mines?” The 
research that Liam is conducting is a perfect fit with COBRA, a group that has been 
researching and developing unmanned air and ground vehicles since 2009.   Liam says that 
there is a lot of  work going on in the AUV field right now with adapting algorithms that 
have been used on unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) to fit underwater vessels.  “There’s a 
lot of  major challenges with underwater robotics research,” he says.  “For example, there’s 
no GPS underwater and it’s also really difficult to communicate underwater.”  To solve this 
problem, Liam is focusing his PhD work on developing a multi-agent system for AUVs.  
This system would be a series of  robots working together to scan areas of  seabed to find 
mines.  While his research doesn’t have a primary application to the general public, military 
groups will use it, as underwater mines are the biggest threat to Navy vessels.   “For 
example, if  a Navy vessel was coming into port a certain harbour in Iraq, you could send 
out one of  these or a team of  these submersibles to scan the harbour for the presence of  
mines,” he explains.  “I actually didn’t realize before I got into this research how big of  an 
issue underwater mines are.”  Liam came to UNB in 2007, after taking some time off  from 
school since completing his Bachelor of  Science at McGill University in 2004.  He worked 
on his Master of  Science for a year before converting to the PhD program under Dr. 
Howard Li’s supervision.  He expects to finish his PhD in the fall of  2012.  “Working with 
COBRA is just the best,” he says.  “I think we’ve got a really fun and dynamic team and the 
great thing about it is that we’re all a bit different, but we all work together.  All of  our 
strengths are extremely complementary and that’s really fun.”    Liam conducted his 
fieldwork on a barge near Halifax this past September.  He says that conducting fieldwork 
can sometimes be the most stressful part of  his research.  “We put our algorithms on 
research platforms and then tested them out.  So, that entailed first testing them on the 
surface and then letting the AUV dive and do what it’s supposed to do,” he explains.  “It’s 
pretty nerve-wracking doing that kind of  research because when the AUV dives, you just 
have no idea what’s going on, really.  It dives and you don’t see it; you sit there and twiddle 
your thumbs and hope it comes back up.  Luckily, it did.”   
For more information, please visit http://unb.ca/cobra
Coast Guard Pier, Monterey
